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Various liquid crystal display (LCD) modes, such as vertical alignment (VA) [1], in-plane switching (IPS) [2],
and fringe-field switching (FFS) [3], have been developed to improve the optical performance of LCDs. Generally,
the IPS mode can exhibit the high contrast ratio and fast response time. It also provides the high optical intensity
by using the stripe patterned electrodes. In spite of its superior optical performance, viewing angle properties in
diagonal direction still remains as serious problems in the IPS mode. To overcome this optical drawback, the
super IPS (S-IPS) mode technology, which contains the zigzag patterned electrodes in a dot has been developed
for wide viewing angle property. However, zigzagged electrodes lead to reduce the aperture ratio in the mode and
also generate the several disclinations so that the poor brightness can be induced. Therefore, study for IPS mode
which can provide both high brightness and wide-viewing angle properties becomes very important for high
resolution display devices, especially.
In this paper, we propose an IPS mode which can provide the multi-domain effect in a pixel by using the photoalignment method to achieve both the high brightness and wide viewing angle properties. For the multi-domain
effect, we partially exposed the linear polarization UV light on two areas of single cell by shifting the black mask
which can block the exposure on each domain area. Initial alignment directions in each domain were optimized to
0.5° from the simple calculation and experiment so that we could achieve the excellent dark mode in the initial
state and the multi-domain effect on the stripe electrode structure in bright state. From measured results of
fabricated sample, we could confirm that the multi-domain effect could be realized in the proposed IPS mode
using the UV exposure in Fig. 1(a), and the excellent optical transmittance in bright state at 26V could be
achieved without any loss of the light compared with that of the conventional IPS mode as shown in Fig. 1(b).
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Fig. 1. (a) The microscopic image of the proposed IPS mode at middle voltage state and (b) the comparison
of the voltage-transmittance (V-T) curve of each of the IPS mode.
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